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RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE #101 
“BACK TO OUR FUTURE”  

 
Let’s begin with a test, to see how much you remember from Risk Management # 101 and 

“Management of Insurance Enterprises;” two courses taught at the University of Wisconsin 

since 1935. Answer the following questions: What’s a risk? How many types of risk are 

there? What are the three steps used to manage risks? How are risks identified and measured? 

Name five RM control tools? Who’s responsible for managing the risks you create or choose to 

take? In what order are risk controls used?  

Answers: Risks are the uncertainty of loss.” There are two type; “Pure” and “Speculative.” 

Pure risks result only in loss, while Speculative risks hold out the possibility for both gain and 

loss. Managing risks involve three steps (Identify, Measure, and Control).  Risks are measured 

by their frequency and severity. Once all risks have been identified and measured, five tools 

are used to control each risk (Avoid, Reduce, Spread, Assume, and Transfer).  Everyone is 

responsible for managing the risks they take or create. Risk controls are used in the 

following order:  First, ask yourself if you can or want to “Avoid” the risk. For example, don’t go 

ice fishing on a warm spring day. Next, “Reduce” the risk. For example, build a floatation 

device inside your shanty. Third, “Spread” the risk. For example, put your ice fishing shanties 

on different lakes so a fire in one won’t burn down the others. Fourth, “Assume” that part of the 

risk you can afford to lose. For example, accept a $50 deductible on your shanty’s fire policy. 

Finally, and I emphasis finally, “Transfer” the remaining risk into a pool of insurance, through a 

hold harmless agreement, or a binding legal contract. For example, credit unions that handle 

large amounts of currency on and off premise purchase a fidelity bond to cover robbery losses, 

Workers Compensation to indemnify injured messengers, and hire armored car services to 

effectively transfer the risk of robbery to a qualified carrier. 

A “Private Sector” solution to Obamacare 

Everything being considered, we’d be well advised to repeal the entire law, and turn our U.S. 

healthcare system to our private sector insurance industry. Allowing our Federal government to 

override our healthcare decisions only puts us on the fast track to Socialism. Asking taxpayer to 

underwrite Obamacare will only drive us deeper in debt and eventually bankrupt our country. 

Do you know who an “Underwriter” is? You better learn. It’s what Obama wants all 

taxpayers to become. The title was coined in a London bar early one morning back in the 15th 

century, when ten not too sober sailors decided they’d set sail early the next day for the “New 

World.” Each owned a ship and cargo worth roughly $1,000. Each was equally skilled at sailing, 

and each promised not to drink until they were all back on dry land. All, however, realized at 

least one might be lost at sea. At the end of the bar was a gambler, speculating that one out of 

the ten would sink and the rest of the ships and cargo would all make it safely to the New World.   

The gambler bid them all to bring the ship owner to the bar early the next day with ship’ titles in 

hand and an inventory of their cargo. He agreed that if they all sailed sober and with adequate 

crew he’d insure their cargo for only $105 each. Early the next morning, all ship owners showed 
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up and after inspecting each ship and crew, the gambler wrote his name under the ship owner’s 

name on the title, collected his $1,050 premium and bid them all safe journey. By signing his 

name under the name of the ship owner, he became London’s first insurance “Underwriter.” 

One of the ten ships sunk so after paying off the owner $1,000 for his lost ship and cargo, the 

businessman was able to settle his $49 bar bill and leave the bar with a buck profit in his pocket.  

The underwriter went on to organize hundreds of other ship owners into “pools” based on types 

of cargo and style of ship. Eventually, by applying “the law of large numbers” he was able to 

insure not only their cargo and ships but based on health habits and training he was able to 

offer better coverage at increasingly lower premiums. Soon he was able to offer all ship owners 

and crew both individual and group “Life” and “Health” insurance at an affordable cost.  

Separating crew members into pools based on their age, experience, and willingness to take 

responsibility for themselves, he was able to accurately calculate his potential losses and 

charge premiums based on the risks each insured brought to the pool. The larger the pool, the 

easier it is to predict losses. The easier it is to predict losses, the more profit could be reinvested 

to promote healthier life styles and longer lives, which in turned lead to lower deductibles and 

premiums for all. Eventually, every ship, captain and crew setting sail for the New World had 

more than affordable health insurance.  

The glaring problem with Obamacare and for that matter all government run healthcare 

programs is there is no incentive to chart a safer course through life, stay healthy, or accept 

responsibility for ourselves. No matter how we paint this pig called Obamacare, eventually it’ll 

drain taxpayers dry, add trillions to our national debt, and leave us all no choice but to raise the 

debt ceiling; which eventually will destroy our economy.   

Anyone who believes Obamacare is good for our country needs to spend time in our Risk 

Management Learning Center library at www.RMLearningCenter.com, I’ll put my money on a 

private sector underwriter, sober or not, any day of the week. 

Conclusion: Only under a Socialist, Communist, or Fascist form of government are citizens 

required to purchase only health insurance that’s approved by their Federal government. Only 

under a Monarchy can the Head of State do a photo op at a homeless shelter than jet off on 

another $425,000 family vacation listing daughters as “staff-members to justify their expenses. 

It’s time for even the staunchest supporter of the Obama regime to come to their senses. It’s 

time they keep current by listening to both the main-street media and FOX, as well as receive 

regular updates from “Judicial Watch” at: http://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room  The above 

came from archived release dated October 4, 2011. Note the increased number of law suits as 

doctors attempt to “bite the bullet.”   
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